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1. History of Modern Private Transportation and Mobility in Asia


*Chinese Materials:


2. (Middle Class) Private Car Culture and Lifestyle in and Beyond Asia


*Chinese Materials:


3. Life of Taxi Drivers in General


---

\(^1\) Significant and comprehensive social history of taxi driver, though not covering the Asian situation.

*Chinese Materials:


Motuoche. (Current situation of county level taxi marjet – Majority of residents going out on foot or by motor).” 小康 Xiaokang, no. 10:40–41.


4. Taxi System Reform in Asia and the Social and Cultural Impact


*Chinese Materials:


---

2 Significant and comprehensive social history of taxi driver, though not covering the Asian situation.

5. Taxi Drivers’ Resistance and Adaptation on Taxi System Change and Reform (towards Deregulation, Privatization and Upgrading)


6. Discussion on E-hailing Policies in Asia

*Chinese Materials:


7. Skill and Life of E-hailing Drivers in and beyond Asia


8. **Macro Social Impact and Future of E-hailing in and beyond Asia**


